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GREEN’S FUNCTION FOR A PLANAR PHASED SECTORAL 
ARRAY OF DIPOLES: SYNTHESIS VIA CANONICAL CONSTITUENTS 

F. Capolislo’, S. M a d  and L. B. Felsen’ 

‘Depf. of Informalion Engineering, Uniwersify of Siena, Via Roma 56, SJfOO, Siena, Ifaly. 

lDepf. of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering and Depf. OJ Elecfrical and Compufer 
Engineering, Bosfon Uniocrsify, 110 Cummingfon Sfreei, Bosfon, ddA 02215, USA. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The electromagnetic modeling of large phased arrays is a topic of increasing interest. 
One objective is to reduce the often prohibitive numerical effort that accompanies an 
element-by-element full-wave analysis based on integral equations which are structured 
around the ordinary free space Green’s function; when applied to a periodic array, this 
array Green’s function is composed of the sum over the individual dipole radiations. As 
an alternative, we explore replacement of the element-by-element Green’s function by 
the array Green’s function (AGF) which represents the collective field radiated by the 
elementary dipoles. The efficient calculation of the AGF is accomplished via a Floquet 
wave (FW) representation like that proposed in 11-21. With this representation, the 
radiation from, or scattering by, finite phased arrays is interpreted as the radiation 
from a superposition of continuous equivalent FW-matched source distributions 
extending over the entire finite array aperture. The asymptotic treatment of each FW 
sectoral aperture distribution leads to an FW that is truncated at  the array edges, plus 
FW-modulated diffracted contributions from the edges and vertex of the array. This 
approach has been applied successfully to semi-infinite planar dipole arrays (21, and it 
is extended here to a right-angle sectoral planar phased array of dipoles which is the 
basic constituent for the treatment of planar rectangular arrays. 

The analysis presented here involves a sequence of manipulations in the complex 
two-dimensional spectral wavenumber plane that prepare the integrands for the 
efficient and physically incisive asymptotics, performed separately 131. Different species 
of spectral poles define the various species of propagating and evanescent FWs. The 
other critical points in the double spectral integral define the asymptotic behavior of 
the edge and vertex diffracted rays, and the confluence of these critical points 
determines a variety of locally uniform transition regions for truncated edge diffracted 
and vertex diffracted waves. 

II. FORMULATION 
The geometry of the infinite planar rectangular sector array of phased dipoles of unii 
current amplitude J, located in the (+, 6) plane, is shown in Fig. 1; the arrow 
denotes a vector quantity. The interelement spatial period along the z, and 5 
directions is given by d, and 4, respectively;. All dipoles are oriented along the unit 
vector 4 and they are linearly phased J(m4,n~=iiezp(-j(71 mdl+~2ndJ] with 
(2, ’, 5 ’) I m4,n4) denotin the position 
of dipole (m, n), and 71 ,%=eosp,’ and 
7l/k=cos& denoting the direction cosines 
with respect to the (+,. 3) axes. The caret 

denotes a unit vector. The 
electromagnetic vector field at any 
observation point & + ~ can be 
&rived from the magnetic vector potential 
AF)=.AF)4 which is obtained by 
summing over the individual dipole 
element free-space scalar Green’s 
functions. This spatial (m,n) series can be 
r e ~ a n g d  into a closed form B,B, in the 
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thereby introducing uncoupled q- and pindexed poles in the (kx , ,k f l )  plane, 

(3) 

These poles define the Floquet wave (FW) wavenumbers (i.e., the FW dispersion 
relations) along the zl and zz directions, respectively. The real-axis kzl- and kZ2- 
integration paths detour the poles clockwise; their residues represent the FW,, fields 
pertaining to the infinite periodic array. Explicitly, the magnetic potential due to 
the infinite array is given by the FW series 

- j i L W .  
Am= E A::(?) ; A L w ( F ) = e  14 b P P  (4) 

P,P = -m 

where ~ ~ w = k z , , q . 2 1 + k ~ z , p ~  + k,,,$ , k v , q = ~ ~ - ~ l , v - ~ ~ , $ l ~ z .  For a propagating 
FW (PFW zPFW is real and identifies the radiation (ray) direction of theq tlr 
PFW ( P F b  5' For an evanescent FW (EFW), the y-component of k f i  
(perpendiculzto the array) is negative imaginary. 

III. SOLUTION STRATEGY 
The asymptotic evaluation of the integral in (1) slid be addressed sequentially, 
initial1 separating the truncation effects due to the two array edges alo z1 and zz 
from t i e  effects of the vertex. We summarize first the results obtain3 in [4 for 
radiation from a semi-infinite phased dipole array, and then account for the vertex 
effect in the sectoral array. Only nonevanescent fields are considered. 

A. Semi-infinite array with edge along .?,-axis. 
Referring to Fig. 1, consider a semi-infinite array (SIA) of dipoles with infinite edge 
along zl (i.e., semi-infinite don z2), and dipole orientstion vector t i .  For the SIA, 
instead of (I), we obtain the folfowing exact potential A,(F)=i dl(F) [ Z ] :  

0 

A,@)= i& J fivq)-iB2fi.z) ii k ~ ' i  dkfl (5) 
-0 

with ~q=k,i,$i + k& t k& where bq=(I? - g2 -eisq)-112, ti,, is given in 
(3), and Bz(k,) is given in (2). Equation (5) is in a form to wliicL uniform saddle 
point)-(steepest descent) techniques, as formalized by the Van der Waerden [VdW) 
method for single integrals, can be applied directly. The method involves 
deformation of the original real-axis inte ation path into the steepest descent path 
(SDP) through the saddle point (SP of t g  phase in the integrand, and extraction of 
the residues from intercept& poles. 
Application to (5)  
asymptotic result for A , f )  due to 
121 r 

leads to the 

local SDP', fin&) 
Ai(?)=)=C P,  v rgb".'A;,F)+T A ti(?) (6) 

where the first term, due to intercepted pole 
$,.I kL0, ,_ ~ + Wb) 

kJk,,,:)t' kz3J 
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residues! yields a series of FWs AFw(i) which are truncated versions of those 
defined in (4) for the infinite structur;? The truncation function is simply 

$7' = - 41) (7) 

where U(?) is the Heaviside unit step function, and 9, is the transverse-to-z, 
observation angle (see Fig.1). The domain of existence of the FW, (the FW - 
illuminated region) is thereby truncated at the shadow boundary planes (Sf!) 
4i=4:fq, where for PFW, &% t 41,pp=cos~'(k,z,Jkpl,q); kpl,r=(kl -kZi,J1" . The 
secon term in (6), due to asymptotic evaluation of the SDP-integral, yields a series 
of A t 1  fields which are q-indexed, p-independent FW-modulated edge-diffracted 
conic% waves with respect to the array edge along the zl-axis 121. Their explicit 
asymptotic expressions are given in [3]. 

B. Planar scctoral array 
The exact solution in (1) for the sectoral array in Fig.1 combines the 
phenomenologies of the two SIA in Sect.111-A with that of the vertex. Note that via 
the VdW-SP procedure, each single integral, as represented in (5) or its infinite 22- 
edge analog, contributes two terms arising from the intercepted poles and SDP 
integration, respectively. Poles essentially define truncated FWs and SP-asymptotics 
define conical edge diffractions. Via the double (kzl,kz2) integration in (1 , to be 
performed sequentially in this section so as to match the format in (5), the JIA-FW 
and edge-diffracted phenomenologies become intertwined and yield a rich variety of 
interacting wave processes. 

The field structure of the sectoral array in 1) differs from that of the SIA in (5) 
with respect to the k,,-integration which redaces the k,,-summation in (5).  This 
difference results from the fact that the sectoral array field is aperiodic due to 
truncation also along zI. Note that the residues of (1) at the spectral poles k,, of 
Bl(kIl) yield exactly the field (5) of the SIA with infinite edge along q,  whi1e"the 
k,,-poles of Bz(kZz) incorporate the FW phenomenology associated with the infinite- 
edge configuration along zp To gain information about FW-SBs associated with edge 
1 and 2, respectively, it is necessary to traverse along the SDP locally into the 
complex wavenumber plane. The original integration path is deformed locally into 
the complex k,,-SDP (Fig.2) along the 45'-line throu ) ;he, ,.,-dependent SP 
kzzS(krl) in the original spectral variable k,: kds(kJ1)=~ - )   COS^^^. Any poles 
k,, intercepted during the deformation contribute k,,-dependent residues which 
n e d  to be included. This leads to h 

where the first and second term correspond 
to the local SDP inte ration and to the 
residues, respectively. k x t ,  we consider 
AR(P) and As(?) individually. 

1.Determination of the FW-shadow 
boundaries. 
The contribution /IR(?)  is formally equal to 
( 5 )  except for the interchange of 1 and 2 and 
of g and p ,  and the presence of the 
truncation function ~ k I z , ( k I  )- kz2,p] in the 
which defines An(.') is now deformed into the 
k.l=krl,q intercepted during the deformation at 

path 
poles 
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where Ad*' (i?) corresponds to the local SDP integration and Agw(F) to tlie residues, 

A L w F ) = E  p=-w A ~ w , W ) U ~ w i i U ~ w * 2  (10) 

with AAw and Gw~' given by 4) and (7 #*). The result 
in (10) represents sums of FW kelds on tke infinigarray (s& f)), truncated via 
the two U-functions along sha%w boundaries which conform wit those pertaining 
to the infinite 2'-edge and 2,-edge cases, respectively (Fig. 3). 

4. Determination of ffie edge-diffracted-move shadow boundarics. 
The contribution AsF) may again be treated by contour deformation into the local 
45'-line SDP through the saddle point k,i,(kz2)=ke2cos~2=(k2 - k 2)1'2cos$2 (Fig. 

with extraction of residues due to intercepted ,-poles. Thus 
?;.(;)=Ad*' (?) + A"(F , where the first and second terms correspond to the sum of 
residues and to the JDP integration, respectively. The nonevanescent part of the 
sectoral array field has thereby been partitioned ezactly into 

and f W 3 ' = U  4:: 

A (F)=AKw(F) +Ad*' (;) + Ad-'(?) + A'(;) (11) 

~k.l.(k.lr(ktl,q))- k.i.pI)= ~ f B ~ t : - a i ~  -= @J (12) 

where pfB I pi =cos-'(k,,,,lk) is the shadow boundary cone (SBC, ) angle (Fig. 
3). The $bCi 'gas the same aperture as the diffraction cone but it '& centered at 
the vertex. Tge SBC tNn&es the domaiu of existence of the z,-edge diffracted 
waves. Analogous considerations apply to the piudexed q-indep ndent +-edge 
diffracted rays confined to ~k.a.(k.~,(k.z.p)) -k,z,pU= u(/3$3-ad=$'2 
IV. CONCLUDING ItEMAILKS 
The formal phenomenology-based exact decomposition in (11) of tlie nonevanescent 
portion of the sectoral array Green's function defined in (1) has laid the foundation 
for the uniform asymptotic evaluation, in 131, of the remaining SDP spectral 
integrals. The outcome in 131 is a generalized GTD ray theory encompassing 
truncated FW and corresponding diffracted field contributions which exhibit 
excellent convergence properties far enou h away from the array plane to render 
evanescent FW and diffracted fields negli&le (see numerical results in 131). 
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